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Jeremy Macliver, Professional EOS Imple-
menter, is passionate about helping business 
owners get what they want from their 
business. As a serial entrepreneur, Jeremy has 
led multiple companies through high growth 
phases, such as construction, automotive, and 
service industries.

Under Jeremy's leadership, companies have 
doubled in size year after year, created strong 
cultures that attracted top talent, increased 
pro�tability, won the Best Places to Work 
award, and created apprenticeship programs 
that support youths interested in getting into 
the trades.
 
Today, Jeremy shares his insights with 
leadership teams to reignite the passion on 
which their business was founded, and guides 
them through the process of building a stable, 
long-lasting organization accountable to their 
vision.
 
Jeremy serves on the State of Arizona Advisory 
Board for Construction Education, the 
West-Mec Welding Advisory Board, as well as 
Chairs the State Welding Advisory Board, and 
the SkillsUSA State Competition.

Jeremy solves the 5 frustrations that
business leaders struggle with...

One system. Simple tools. Three results.
getting everyone in your organization
100% on the same page with where
you’re going, and a plan to get there

   instilling focus, discipline, and account-
ability throughout the company such that
everyone executes that vision—every day

helping your leaders become a
more cohesive, functional, healthy
leadership team

Control
You �nd you don’t have �exibility over
your own schedule. You’re working
harder and longer hours than you’d like.

David Newton, J.D. Howard and Co.
“I always knew we could succeed, but Jeremy
made it possible by helping us align our values
and setting di�cult but realistic goals.”

Eric Lahti, RENCORoo�ng
“We now have the right people in the right
seats all moving forward with common goals,
intention, momentum and pro�tability.”

Jason Nunemacher, Tree Pro’s
“Jeremy aligned our leadership team, made
us clear on our roles, and got all of us on the
same page.”

Greg Goodrich, AZ Fleet Service
“Garth is looking forward to where we're going.
�at's a complete turn around from the previous
way of thinking, feeling stuck with no way out.”

Elisabeth Tometich, Corporate Interior Systems
“Jeremy pushed our 30-plus-year core processes
to a new level of e�ectivness. We’re very excited
about what we’ve achieved and what’s next!”

Pro�t
There’s not enough money to invest in the
people, training, technology, and equipment
– in addition to your own compensation –
that you want.

People
No one is really on the same page!
Employees, vendors, customers, even
owners and partners – it feels like you’re
a referee on a day-to-day basis.

Stuck
Do you feel like your business is hitting
the ceiling? The team and company were
on a great trend, but for some reason
you’re still not growing fast enough.

Traction
No matter how many great books you
read, or how many seminars you go to,
whatever idea you try to implement in
your business doesn’t seem to stick.
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